
Ernesto Carrillo Guerrero 
Full Stack Engineer Atlanta, Ga  

(404) 528 9356 

 ernesto.carrillo10@icloud.com|  Portfolio| https://github.com/Ernie0921 | LinkedIn 
 

PROFILE SUMMARY 
 

Innovative and result-driven professional transitioning from an administrative background to a software developer role to 

leverage knowledge amassed from bootcamps projects. Prior to being a software engineer, I worked as a Funding Analyst at Hyundai 

Capital America, where I actively collaborated with other department to find solutions in financing customer vehicles. 
 

HIGHLIGHTS OF QUALIFICATIONS 

 Engaged in an extensive Software Engineering training program covering full-stack development involving JavaScript as 

well as an emphasis on cutting-edge frameworks like React/Redux and server-side technologies including Node.js, Express, 

and PostgreSQL 

 Dedicated to driving innovation with the ability to follow industry and technological trends and facilitating early adoption of 

innovations. 

 
TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES 

JavaScript, Node.js, Express, React, Express, Redux, RESTful API, PostgreSQL, Postico, SQL, Sequalize, Bootstrap, Flexbox, Zoom, 
HTML5, CSS, and Deployment 

 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 

Date Night | github.com/ Ernie0921/Date-Night 06/2020 

 Allowed users to generate date night idea based on zip code, which included 3 restaurants and 3 activities. This 

application was created in collaboration with the development team of 3. 

 Reputed for stellar success in utilizing Bootstrap for designing the homepage and user page while also obtaining and 

populating relevant data using AJAX, jQuery, and API calls. 

 Coordinated with the team in executing the project using tools such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and jQuery. 

 

Nutrition Tracker | github.com/ ErinMeiMatheny/ Nutrition-tracker 08/2020 

 Forged solid rapport with the development team of 4 in driving collaborative efforts to design a nutrition tracker focused on 

enabling users to log food intake in the process of achieving all established dietary goals. 

 Leveraged expertise in utilizing Passport.js and PostgreSQL for developing user authentication features while also providing 

food macros search options for users through integrating API. 

 Enhanced functional knowledge in the implementation of various technologies outside course scope for executing the project. 

 Exceeded expectations in effectively using HTML, CSS, JavaScript, RESTful API, Node.js, Bootstrap, and PostgreSQL. 

 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

Atlanta, Ga 07/2016 - Present 

Funding Analyst – Hyundai Capital America 

 Outperform objectives in exceeding KPI metrics through the effective completion and processing of +1000 Client 

Applications monthly. 

 Analyzed and reviewed contracts that required high attention to detail before manually entering information into our 

Daybreak program that uses Oracle database. 

 Provided technical support for dealer including, but not limited to, website troubleshooting, debugging form submission 
related issues. 

 

Smyrna, GA 01/2015 – 08/2016 

Sales Associate – T-Mobile 

 Responsible for keeping up with my Knowledge of the rapidly evolving T-Mobile standards and technology to guide 

customers through their purchasing experience. 

 Strong communication skills for delegating issues and resolutions to the customers 

 Performed troubleshooting operations, and also resolving technical issues for optimal efficiency on android and 

IOS devices. 

 Provided Technical support for existing customers when onboarding onto our network. 

 Managed over +100 customer account on a monthly basis. 

 

EDUCATION 
 

Digital Crafts, Buckhead, GA - Certification of Software Engineering 06/2020 – 06/2021 

 

Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA – pursuing Bachelor in Finance 05/2015 – 12/2017    
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